Statement

REACH

The ordinance (EC) No. 1907/2006
Ordinance (EC) No. 1907/2006 on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
CHemicals, a legal provision regulating chemical substances is primarily intended to protect
human health and the environment. For this reason, it imposes various obligations on different
types of economic operators.
Glyn GmbH & Co KG is an authorised distributor of electronic parts and components.
As a distributor, we are unfortunately unable to make material declarations, as we do not have
specific knowledge of the production process or the ingredients in the products we sell.
With regard to the ingredients, we are 100% dependent on the information and declarations
provided by the respective manufacturer.
Glyn is a member of the FBDi (Fachverband der Bauelemente Distribution e.V.) and is actively
involved in the relevant environmental and compliance committees, which work with legislators
and manufacturers to develop practical solutions.
Glyn also works continuously and intensively to ensure that our customers have access to our
manufacturers' REACH declarations on the products we supply.
As we are only intermediaries, we can only pass on the information provided by the respective
manufacturer. Please understand that we are not in a position to fill in lists sent to us, but can only
process enquiries about specific items.

Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) as referred to in Article 33
GLYN is fully aware of the requirements contained in Article 33 of the REACH regulation and
provides its customers with information in accordance with the legal requirements.
The current SVHC list ("candidate list") is published by the European Chemicals Agency ECHA
and can be viewed here: https://www.echa.europa.eu/en/candidate-list-table.
Further information about the REACH regulation can be found on the ECHA website:
www.echa.europa.eu/en/home
Please contact your local distributor if you have any further questions regarding the REACH
conformity of products.
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